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Philosophy & Values
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Our Company
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Who we are

In the year 1962, Schörghuber, an up-and-coming craft business of Upper Bavaria, Germany, had a major breakthrough with the invention of fire protection timber 
doors. Since that time, the focus of our family-owned business has been on the development and manufacturing of individual special doors made of the unique 
material timber. Today, Schörghuber is the market leader of its sector and, with more than 400 employees at its two production locations in Ampfing and Jahrdorf, 
reliably sets new standards in the variety, design and functional perfection of door solutions.

Our particular strength is based on the skill of combining various functions such as fire protection, smoke protection and sound insulation along with several other 
functions, in a single door set, while implementing the individual detailed design requirements of architects and building owners.

What we stand for

Quality without compromise
Our excellent reputation is based on our striving for product quality 
without compromise. Our doors not only comply with all legal 
requirements and directives, but are also in line with the highest 
internal quality benchmarks that go far beyond the industry standards.

Comprehensive product portfolio
From the simple tubular chipboard door to complex multi-functional 
door sets. At Schörghuber we offer you a practically unlimited range  
of doors for all application purposes – fully customized, if required.

Unique design
Due to our flexibility and in-depth expertise, we can carry out all 
creative wishes and ideas for the design of doors and frames.  
Even for a single door.

Long service life as a principle
Schörghuber doors are an investment into the future. Careful 
manufacturing, well thought-out designs and only the best materials 
make our doors construction elements with a long service life.

Consulting and expertise
We are glad to share our expertise and offer detailed advice  
to architects, planners, tradesmen and craftspeople in all topics  
related to our special doors. You can benefit from our specialized 
technical consultants at our regional sales offices across Europe.

Sustainability based on responsibility
In addition to primarily using local timber, we are certified according 
to PEFCTM and FSC®. Beyond that, our sophisticated management 
system allows us to significantly contribute to the responsible handling 
of natural resources to sustain them for future generations.

Innovation as a driver
Our innovations allowed us to already find a decisive answer to the 
digital transformation of building requirements today. Networking, 
sensor technology and control are already increasingly introduced  
to our product development efforts. This is why our doors are pioneers 
of the future generation of doors that are capable of being integrated 
into comprehensive technical building solutions.
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Craftsmanship & Precision
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Quality you can feel

Technical expertise, traditional craftsmanship and high motivation are felt in every corner of our more than 80,000 square metres of manufacturing space. It is 
therefore not surprising that the special doors that are created here not only have exceptional functions but also set new standards of design, materials and looks. 
With ultimate sensitivity and visual judgement, timber is selected, veneer is applied, profiles are chosen based on historical templates and colours are matched. 
The powerful flexible production systems ensure consistently high quality even for high production figures and tight delivery schedules.

Precise, certified quality management secures all processes. The last step, the final quality control is manual. We firmly believe that the right feel for the perfect 
door cannot be provided by a machine.

Exclusivity & love of details

We develop ambitious projects and customised solutions, design special 
solutions and prepare detailed plans and sample door sets in close 
cooperation with planners.

From the initial idea to the finished product you can expect us to give  
you more – more experience, more knowledge, more innovative power,  
more creative designs, more passion for our everyday work. This makes  
us the ultimate experts for your special timber doors.

Own fire testing laboratory

Our in-house furnace allows us to independently advance the development 
and approval of new products and to quickly and flexibly create special 
solutions. The fire chamber is heated to over 1,000 degrees C, based on the 
temperature curve specified by the new standard DIN EN 1634. A door set 
fitted in front of the opening must then resist the fire for at least 30, 60, 90, 
or 120 minutes. An elaborate electronic monitoring system ensures that the 
temperature measuring points, which are also specified acc. to DIN, comply 
with the requirements.

We know what we are doing

At Schörghuber we are convinced that quality cannot be superimposed 
on a door by testing, instead it must be integral to its design and careful 
craftsmanship. During every single production step up to the final finishing 
touches. Applying cutting edge manufacturing methods and careful 
craftsmanship we create products whose characteristics can be readily  
seen and felt.

We also rely on computer-controlled operations to ensure that our door sets 
have accurate dimensions with perfectly fitted hardware and functional 
parts. We constantly examine and test new and efficient manufacturing 
methods that are incorporated into our serial production if they comply with 
our high quality standards.
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Variety & Quality

From the idea to the solution

Design conceptualisation, design consulting, design implementation. Each project commences with a discussion of the idea, the prerequisites, aims, possibilities, 
and alternatives. This is because we see our role as a development partner for our customers. Teamwork is the only way to develop the optimal solution for every 
detail – even if this calls for completely new approaches.

Anything is possible

At Schörghuber we do not create off-the-shelf products, but rather tailor the individual perfectly fitted solution to suit every situation and every taste. To develop 
the best possible solution for all specific application purposes, we co-operate closely with architects and building owners in the planning phase already.

The combination of various functions and the almost unlimited creative design options make us the leading player in the special door manufacturer sector.  
Our high performance delivery capacity makes us a reliable partner for construction projects. Yet we take the luxury to continue thinking like an artisan  
workshop – exceptional technical personal consulting, careful order processing and expertise handling are key distinguishing features of our work –  
even if only for a single door.

With firm conviction

Knowledge and expertise must be demonstrated every day. The high demands 
of construction projects regarding safety, quality, longevity, durability, and visual 
individuality require sturdy door designs that do no neglect any details. Schörghuber 
doors are tested for mechanical wear acc. to DIN EN 1192 and comply as standard  
with the highest duty category 4 (“E”). Our doors are well thought-out to the smallest 
detail. Many variations are barrier-free, making them easy to operate.
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Our responsibility

At Schörghuber it is our daily aim to consider the ecological and economic impact of every 
decision. From the purchase of raw materials to the finished product, sustainable handling  
of resources for us and for future generations is an integral part of our daily attitude. All our  
high-quality products have an extended service life and are sustainable, thus retaining their  
value on a long-term basis.

We are convinced that sustainability must be one of the major architectural themes of our times. 
This places responsibility on everyone involved in a construction project, including ourselves.

When choosing materials, we already take all relevant environmental and health aspects into 
account. We primarily use local timber from our region. All raw materials used in our products 
are procured from European manufacturers and suppliers. This way we ensure that the REACH 
regulation is binding for our suppliers.

We are certified according to PEFCTM and FSC®. By using materials with PEFCTM and FSC® 

certificates we can comply with the requirements of building certification systems such as DGNB, 
LEED, BNB or BREAM.

In manufacturing we greatly emphasize efficient material use, energy-saving processes and  
waste avoidance. For example, we use waste timber from manufacturing to heat our administration 
building and manufacturing halls and provide them with process heat. We cover our entire 
electrical power needs by genuinely green electricity. This power is 100% generated from 
renewable energy sources.

Other aspects of our environmental responsibility include modern and efficient machine technology 
as well as the use of climate-friendly and low-emission UV water-based paint.

We even have this in writing: our management systems for quality, environment, energy as well  
as work and health protection are officially certified.

Awards and certificates

Photo: www.medienKRIZZLER.de
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1. Application

Where are Schörghuber doors used and what qualifies them for this use? What 
makes a hotel door a hotel door? What properties must the doors have in their 
special application areas and what is especially important in their technical design? 
The first aspect is the required use within a construction project.

3. Design

Architecture is an expression of individuality and identity. Doors in buildings must 
also contribute to this role. The design of the door significantly contributes to the 
overall appearance of a building project. This makes design the third key aspect  
of doors.

2. Function

What are the requirements? What functions can 
be integrated into a door? And how can these be 
combined? The second aspect is the function:

Fire-Protection

Sound-Protection

Climatic classBurglar-Protection

Barrier-freeRadiation-Protection

Duty category 4

Smoke-Protection

Solid Core

Wet room

Damp room

Bullet-Resistant

Three key aspects of Schörghuber special doors

Schörghuber
Our Company

Schörghuber
Our Company



The suitable door  
for every purpose

Schörghuber kindergarten doors

Schörghuber school doors

Schörghuber hotel doors

Schörghuber office doors
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Photo: Marcus Ebener



Schörghuber 
kindergarten doors
In kindergartens and day-care centres the most important 
aspect is safety. To ensure this constantly during everyday 
play and activities the doors used in this sector must 
comply with special requirements. In addition to functional 
requirements they must also feature attractive designs that 
match a playful environment.
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Kindergarten doors for all purposes
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Kindergarten Doors

Group activity rooms

Doors for quiet rooms

Multi-purpose room doors

Doors for sanitary areas

Separate group activity rooms are individualised by designs with different colours. Doors and 
interior designs in colours that match the associated group colour highlight the conceptual aspects 
of the educational aims. Coloured doors can serve the orientation as well as the identification of 
young children with the rooms and their respective groups. The doors and frames have rounded 
edges to minimise the dangers of injury. The doors must be sturdy and easy to open and close.

Children need an equal balance between physical activity and quiet relaxation times. This is why 
quiet and relaxation rooms are important. They offer retreat areas throughout the entire day. 
Acoustic insulation doors ensure undisturbed naps, reliably keeping the noise outside. Glazing  
offers additional design and functional options. The door sets must be designed in such a way  
that risks of injury are minimised.

Activity rooms serve children and teachers as communication, recreation and play areas. This is 
also where they often have their meals. The doors of such rooms must be positioned in such a way 
that children are not endangered by opening door leaves. Rounded doors and frames prevent sharp 
edges and corners that may injure children.

These doors must be particularly quick and easy to access by children. They mostly consist  
of damp room doors that are easy to clean. They are resistant to dirt and the effects of moisture. 
Various glazing cut-outs allow teachers and children to look inside the room. Ventilation grilles  
in the door leaf provide air circulation.
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Functions and equipment

Lever handles
In acc. with DIN 18101, the lever height measured 
from the top edge of the finished floor is 1050 mm. 
Lowered levers allow even the youngest children  
to easily open and close doors.

Tested for low emissions
Schörghuber doors and wooden frames are not 
harmful to the health. The used materials were 
subjected to emission tests and classified as low 
emission.

HPL laminate
When used as a door leaf and wooden frame 
surface finish, HPL laminate is especially durable 
and long lived. In addition, it offers many design 
possibilities due to its multitude of colours and 
structures. The laminate can feature any design  
as a digital print.

Free swing door closer
Door closers with free swing function  
are convenient for smoke and fire protection  
doors. The free swing door closer allows children  
to effortlessly open the door with nearly  
no resistance.

Design examples

Steel rounded frame

Equipment options

Rounded edges

Glazing cut-outs
Group activity room with steel round-shaped frame

Playroom door with “Softline” wooden block frameFinger protection roller

The steel rounded frame “KG version” was designed with a rounded shape so 
that it has no sharp corners or edges on which children may injure themselves. 
Due to the rounded shape, the door leaf pivots around the frame at a minimum 
distance, practically preventing fingers from entering the gap and getting 
trapped. The lock plate and the hinges of this frame design are flush-fitting.

To comply with the recommendations of the GUV directives, frames and door 
edges can be rounded. The “Softline” wooden frames have a radius of 3 mm. 
Plastic edges, concealed edge bands and unconcealed edge bands can be 
selected also as a rounded version with a radius of 3.5 mm. The integrally cast 
PU edge has a radius of 3 mm as standard.

Glazing cut-outs present views inside the room and allow daylight to enter. 
There are no limits to the design options. Whether glass side elements, 
glazing cut-outs in the door leaf, round, angular or special shaped variations, 
different positions in the door leaf – anything is possible. Glazing beads can 
be designed in contrasting colours or matching the surface finish and either 
surface-mounted or inserted flush-fitting.

In childcare facilities doors and frames must be sturdy and safe. The steel round-shaped frame  
“KG version” was especially developed for this sector. It can be combined with single and double-leaf 
door leaves of 42, 50 and 70 mm door thickness from the Schörghuber programme. The functions 
of fire protection T30 and T90, smoke protection and sound insulation up to Rw,P = 42 dB as well 
as burglary protection are available.

Doors and wooden frames with rounded edges are often used for playrooms. Frames and door 
leaves that are flush-fitting with the wall further reduce the danger of injury as there are no 
projections. The wooden block frame “Softline” in combination with a flush door type 1 with 42 
mm door thickness and edges in the rounded version fulfils this requirement. The use of concealed 
hinges prevents the danger of children's hands becoming entrapped. As their swing radius is smaller 
than that of surface-mounted hinges, there is no gap when the door is opened.

Finger protection rollers offer effective protection against unintended trapping  
of fingers between the door leaf and the frame. They offer permanent protection 
as they are automatically activated upon opening. They prevent injury on the 
hinge-side edge. Finger protection rollers are fastened on site to the door leaf 
and frame. Retrofitting to Schörghuber fire protection doors is possible in line 
with the approval.
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Kindergarten Doors

Kindergarten doors in action
01 02 03

Troplo childcare centre in Hamburg
Fire/smoke/sound protection door Rw,P = 
42 dB type 5 with solid wooden frame, solid-
coloured HPL laminate, concealed closer with 
compensator function, finger protection roller.

01 Troplo childcare centre in Hamburg
Solid core door type 16, with solid wooden 
frame, fixed side element in panel version, solid-
coloured HPL laminate, finger protection roller.

02 Knirpsentreff childcare centre in Berlin
Sound insulation door Rw,P = 37 dB type 1 
with steel round-shaped frame, powder-
coated, round glazing cut-out, concealed 
closer.

03



Schörghuber 
school doors
Modern school doors offer a friendly appearance with the 
functional requirements of fire protection, smoke protection 
and sound insulation coupled with safety and durability. 
Stability and tested functions result from the interplay  
of all components. To harmonise all these requirements, 
Schörghuber tests the entire door set with all key equipment.
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School doors for all purposes
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School Doors

Classroom doors

Sports hall doors

Hallway and staircase doors

Doors for showers and washrooms

Heavy-duty and at the same time sound insulation door designs render classroom doors perfectly 
suited for everyday school activities. The door sets should be visually appealing to create a friendly 
learning atmosphere. Schörghuber classroom doors with the highest duty category 4 are ideally 
suited for this challenge. Variations with transom light and transom panel offer a large range  
of design options without sacrificing functionality.

Sports activities require an appropriate setting. For accessing sports halls, special flush-fitting door 
sets are used, which often should also be bounce-resistant. For this purpose, Schörghuber offers 
special doors that constitute an optimal unit in combination with a sports hall frame. Next to their 
robustness, the special shapes and equipment options of sports hall doors reduce the risk of injury.

Strict safety regulations apply to the hallways of school buildings. In case of emergency, the safety 
of the children must be reliably ensured. Door sets used for this purpose are usually escape 
doors, which often have to remain open at all times while simultaneously meeting fire and smoke 
protection requirements. Ideally, the doors have large glazing cut-outs that provide the best possible 
illumination. If children and adolescents open the doors, then simple handling requiring little 
strength is important.

These doors are distinguished by their resistance to moisture, wetness and cleaning agents. They 
are made of water-resistant materials as well as corrosion-resistant fittings that are easy to clean. 
For added resistance, moisture protection is applied to the bottom of the door leaf and wooden 
frame. Whether short-term moisture or long-term wetness, the doors and frames are especially 
designed for this application purpose and offer a long service life.
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Functions and equipment
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Bottom sheets
Stainless steel bottom sheets as impact protection 
protect the surface and increase the quality appeal 
of the door. The design variation is milled flush-
fitting into the door leaf, optionally the bottom sheet 
can also be glued on.

Transom panels and transom lights
School doors in combination with wooden or steel 
frames can be designed with transom panels or 
transom lights. Transom lights introduce daylight to 
dark hallways and can contribute to saving energy.

Amok lock
Locks can be equipped with panic or amok 
functions. The amok lock offers protection from 
unauthorized access during school hours. In case 
of danger, the door can be locked from the inside 
without a key.

ABS edge
The scratch and impact-resistant ABS edge 
prevents damage to the door leaf edge with high 
use frequency, it is moisture and temperature-
resistant and easy to clean. The ABS edge  
is available as an edge guard for HPL-coated  
door leaves as a flush or rebated version.

Design examples

Hinges with securing pin

Equipment options

Duty category 4 (“E”)

Integrally cast PU edge

Steel sports hall frame type Fineline

Classroom door with integrally cast PU edgeMoisture protection of wooden frames

Hinges are chosen taking into account their carrying capacity and three-way 
adjustability. Securing pins offer effective protection against unauthorized 
taking the doors off their hinges. The hinge bolt cannot be removed without  
a special tool during “playful discovery”. The VX hinge variation series is  
available in a large selection of surface finishes and different knuckle diameters.

All Schörghuber doors are tested as complete door sets in the highest 
mechanical duty category 4 (“E” extreme) acc. to DIN EN 1192. The door leaf 
structure with the 4-sided veneer plywood frame on the inside guarantees 
highest stability and best resistance to the extraction of bolts, even if the 
door must permanently withstand exceptionally high loads in everyday school 
activities. The duty category 4 is standard for all doors.

The integrally cast PU edge offers the best edge guard for the door leaf and 
wooden frame. It is exceptionally resilient, scratch and wear-resistant with 
high impact resistance. Resistance to water and cleaning agents are additional 
characteristics. Matched to the surface finish or offset in a different colour,  
the PU edge not only increases the service life but also offers unlimited  
design possibilities.

These doors are perfectly flush-fitting on the sports hall side. Type 26, a double-leaf door set, 
combined with the steel sports hall frame creates a perfect unit. As the steel frame is designed 
as a Fineline type with only 6 mm frame face width on the hinge side, it accommodates a modern 
design. The door can be equipped with T30 and T90 fire protection, smoke protection and acoustic 
insulation as well as break-in resistance. On request, the door leaf and frame can be prepared  
for installing an additional impact surface on location.

DIN 4109 requires doors between hallways and classrooms to have an acoustic insulation value of at 
least Rw,P = 37 dB. Type 13 doors with 50 mm thick door leaves easily comply with this. With the 
folded wooden frame PA 54 fitted in the reveal, the frame and door leaf become flush-fitting with 
the wall. This not only accentuates a simple design but also decreases the risk of injury as there are 
no projections. With its integrally cast PU edge on the door leaf and wooden frame, the door set can 
withstand the permanently high load of everyday school activities for a long time.

The bottom edge of the wooden frame can be equipped with invisible moisture 
protection. This prevents moisture from entering at the wooden frame bottom 
due to regular exposure to splash and cleaning water or spray water and 
subsequent swelling of the material. An approx. five cm high bottom section 
made of moisture-resistant plate material prevents moisture damage. Moisture 
proofing is available for nearly all wooden frames.
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School doors in action
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Schörghuber
School Doors

Mülimatt sports training centre in Windisch
Fire protection/sound insulation door Rw,P = 37 dB type 5, solid 
wooden frame, premium colour coating, NCS colour, VX hinges  
in stainless steel, panic lock.

Rheinpark secondary school in Birsfelden
Fire protection/sound insulation door Rw,P = 37 dB type 13 with solid 
wooden frame, fixed glazing 25V, veneer Oregon Pine stained according 
to the sample, VLX hinges with securing pin.

Public secondary school in Dachau
Sound insulation door Rw,P = 42 dB type 5 with solid wood 
frame fascia frame fitting, HPL laminate, concealed hinges.

01 02

03

0301 02



Schörghuber  
hotel doors
In the hotel and dining sector doors and glazings have to 
fulfil special requirements: best acoustic insulation properties 
are supposed to ensure a perfectly private atmosphere for 
the guests in their rooms and suites. The design is another 
important aspect of hotel doors, as it is often part of the 
overall brand communication of the hotel. Depending on the 
interior, a great variety of designs, from classical to modern 
can be implemented.
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Hotel doors for all purposes
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Hotel room entrance doors

Doors for public areas

Doors in the bathroom and wellness areas

Hotel room entrance doors are the first to welcome guests with their design and style reflecting the 
overall design concept of the hotel. Their basic characteristics consist of the insulation of noise and 
sounds as well as protection from unauthorized access. In addition to sound insulation, hotel room 
entrance doors often offer additional vital functions such as burglary protection and fire and smoke 
protection. At the same time, their visual appearance must not be neglected. The doors must match 
the design line of the hotel and harmonise with the room furnishings and hotel hallway.

These doors provide guests with access to the hotel lobby, the restaurant, the bar, meeting and 
conference rooms as well as toilets. Hallway doors also belong to this category, they must secure 
the escape route in emergencies and offer quick access to emergency exits. Functionality  
and design are key elements. As these doors are frequently used, they must resist heavy wear.  
In addition to protective functions, large dimensions and easy handling are their key characteristics. 
The design of the door is also an important aspect, as a noble interior design accentuates the brand 
communication of the hotel.

The demands on doors in bathrooms, wet areas, spas and wellness areas are quite different. 
They must match the design concept and convey a harmonious ambiance. The protection against 
moisture and wetness is a crucial factor for the durable quality of the door sets. The doors must  
be very robust and easy to clean. If wooden frames are used for visual reasons, we recommend  
the use of invisible moisture protection on the bottom edge of the frame to prevent damage  
from moisture.
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Hotel Doors

Functions and equipment

Light & Brilliance surface finish collection
The Light & Brilliance collection consists of four very 
smooth high-gloss surface finishes. It includes the 
colours white, grey, anthracite and black in unique  
brilliance and depth. Light effects and reflections 
give the door and frame an unmistakable personality.

Wooden block frames with aluminium  
edge recess
One design variation is the wooden block frame with 
aluminium edge recess and plaster profile. A plaster 
net that can be clicked into the frame profile ensures 
a solid connection between the frame and the wall 
while preventing hair-line cracks. An edge recess of 
5, 10 or 13.5 mm with various surface finishes offers 
unlimited design options.

Double door sets
Double door sets offer acoustic insulation values 
of up to Rw,P = 57 dB. They consist of the 
combination of two sound insulation door sets 
that optimally complement each other. At the 
same time, fire, smoke and burglary protection 
requirements can be implemented.

Recess doors
Recess doors offer a high degree of functionality 
in limited spaces, as frequently found in hallways. 
As the fully opened door leaves are flush inside 
the wall, the maximum passage width remains 
available.

Design examples

Fittings

Equipment options

Access control Wood & Veneer stained pattern collection

Hotel room entrance door with edge guard

Conference room door with aluminium frame “Zeroline”

Acoustic insulation

Exclusive design lever handles can be selected from the Schörghuber Komé 
collection created in co-operation with Randi. Various surface finishes, such 
as polished stainless steel, bronze or unpolished variations cleverly highlight 
the door design. Flush-fitting inserted rose escutcheons are synonymous with 
a straight-forward design. Concealed hinges and concealed closers follow the 
trend of limiting visible structures. Locks with sound absorption offer increased 
comfort as they ensure quiet closing of the door.

Fitting the doors with standard access control systems is possible within the 
approval range. Intelligent systems can be integrated into the door system. 
These can be conveniently controlled by smartphones, allowing the non-
contact opening of the door without keys or cards. Self-locking motor locks 
increase the comfort through motorised release. The automatic self-locking 
mechanism ensures safe locking once the door falls shut.

The Schörghuber Wood & Veneer stained pattern collection is based on 
American white oak. It was created for high-quality door surfaces with 
an accentuated design. The stained pattern collection emphasizes these 
characteristics without overriding the fine grain and natural feel. A total  
of 13 modern colour variation are available in natural matt or silk matt.  
For that perfect look, doors are available with vertical and horizontal  
veneer, while wooden frames are available with vertical veneer.

Hotel room entrance doors must offer a wide variety of functions while at the same time match the 
design line of the hotel. Doors of type 13 with 50 mm door thickness as a flush-fitting version reach 
a sound insulation value of up to Rw, P = 42 dB, while the 2 mm ABS edge (1) prevents damage. 
The 3-part wooden wrap-around frame with wall thickness compensation can be equipped with  
an additional edge guard (2) with various surface finishes. An enlarged frame face of up to 400 mm 
can cleverly incorporate door terminals, with the placement of digital door signs or access controls 
(3) as additional options.

The conference room door is distinguished by acoustic insulation, large dimensions and an attractive 
design. The frameless look of the double-leaf type 6 door with Rw,P = 45 dB in combination 
with the concealed aluminium frame “Zeroline” is the epitome of minimalist architectural design 
with functional aspects. As a concealed frame design in combination with the flush door leaf 
and concealed hinges the door appears flush with the wall. The special aluminium profile is fully 
integrated into the wall during fitting and fulfils fire, smoke and burglary protection as well as 
acoustic insulation requirements.

The sound insulation certificate applies to the entire door set. To reach the 
required sound insulation value, the door leaf and frame should be fitted as 
a unit by a single manufacturer. DIN 4109 requires doors in hotels between 
hallways bedrooms to have an acoustic insulation value of at least Rw,P = 37 dB. 
Schörghuber offers approved sound insulation values of up to Rw,P = 50 dB.
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Schörghuber
Hotel Doors

Hotel doors in action

Hotel Riu Plaza Berlin
T90 fire/smoke protection/acoustic insulation door Rw,P = 32 dB 
type 24 with split steel frame and trapezoid anchor fastening, HPL 
laminate, panic lock, slide rail door closer with electro-mechanical  
hold-open device, dimensions 2000 x 3000 mm.

Hotel Tegernsee
Acoustic insulation door Rw,P = 42 dB type 5 with folded wooden 
frame, bolted fastening, oak horizontally veneered, stained according  
to pattern, concealed closer.

Hotel Marriott am Steinplatz, Berlin
Smoke protection solid wood framed door type 25 with 
solid wooden frame, premium colour coating RAL 9004 
Signal black, floor-mounted door closer

01 03

02

01 0302



Schörghuber  
office doors
The architecture and design of an office, production  
or administrative building express the brand image of  
a company. A pleasant and well thought-out environment 
can increase the productivity and motivation of the 
employees. As a key style element, doors play a major 
role and can be harmoniously integrated into the overall 
concept through their design and function. They are key 
components of a work environment in which employees  
feel safe and respected and thus comfortable.
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Schörghuber
Office Doors

Office doors for all purposes

Office entrance doors

Training and meeting rooms

Hallway and staircase doors

Doors in sanitary and toilet areas

The office entrance doors ensure a secure work environment and create conspicuous design 
accents while at the same time incorporating sophisticated technical functions. In commercial 
buildings and public administration areas the main focus is on acoustic insulation, convenient 
handling and aesthetics. The use of glazing creates attractive illumination situations coupled  
with a modern light-flooded interior design.

Training and meeting rooms are usually located near the reception area. They are used for customer 
meetings as well as internal purposes. Room-high doors can be very impressive in such settings. 
Large glazing sections are trendy and create transparency. In line with the desire for privacy, the 
doors should offer acoustic insulation.

These doors not only separate hallways and staircases. They must secure the escape route in case 
of emergencies and offer quick access to emergency exits. Depending on the building structure, the 
doors must be equipped with fire protection in T30 or T90, frequently in combination with smoke 
protection and break-in resistance. Recess doors are the suitable choice for limited spaces as the 
opened door leaves disappear flush-fitted into the wall. Solid wood framed doors offer optimal 
illumination and brighten up dark hallways.

In addition to their visual appeal, toilet entrance doors must permanently withstand moisture and 
cleaning water. As these doors are very frequently used, they should be highly durable. It is also 
important to ensure barrier-free access to the toilets as well as low maintenance surfaces that are 
easy to clean. Schörghuber doors are excellently prepared to face these challenges.
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Functions and equipment

Adjustable lock plate
To ensure the error-free interaction of lock and 
lock plate, we recommend the use of adjustable 
stainless steel lock plates that are available  
for steel frames as well as wooden frames.  
This eliminates elaborate adjustment by filing.

Design examples

Wooden frames with an aluminium look

Equipment options

Security

Transparency

Recess door

Hallway and passage door
Stone & Steel surface finish collection

Schörghuber derived-timber material frames with an aluminium look have 
the same appearance as aluminium frames to which they are an inexpensive 
alternative. In addition, they offer greater flexibility when it comes to functional 
requirements and special dimensions. Folded wooden frames, wooden profile 
frames without decorative rebates and wooden block frames can be coated 
with a 1.0 millimetre-thick aluminium sheet. Fire and smoke protection, 
acoustic insulation and break-in resistance functions as well as transom  
lights and side elements are available.

The use of access control systems on office entrance doors is gaining in 
importance. Electronic closing systems allow the organisation of staff access 
authorisation to the individual office areas. If the security concept of the  
work area requires increased protective measures, they can be fulfilled  
by approved, break-in-resistant door sets of the classes RC 2, RC 3 or RC 4  
acc. to DIN 1627.

Optimal utilisation of daylight creates pleasant work environments while saving 
energy. In addition to side elements and transom light elements in combination 
with the door, pleasant lighting situations can be created by fixed glazing  
in the form of transom light strips or room dividers. Glazing type 25V-S offers  
the greatest possible transparency. The panes are connected by a silicone 
joint. All functions are available. Recess doors offer a high degree of functionality. As the fully opened door leaves are flush inside  

the wall, the maximum passage width, for example of a hallway, remains available. This allows  
the combination of openness with the requirements of escape routes and barrier-free accessibility. 
Additionally, space-saving solid wooden frames or folded wooden frames can be used for the 
system. Recess doors are available as single-leaf and double-leaf with T30 and T90, smoke 
protection and sound insulation up to Rw,P = 37 dB as well as burglar protection RC 2.

Doors in hallways and staircases must secure the escape route for persons inside the building  
in case of emergency and reliably close in case of fire to prevent its spread. The double-leaf T30 
hallway and passage door type 4 with 50 mm door thickness and a folded wooden frame offers 
unlimited functions and designs. A modern variation are flush-fitting glass side elements that create 
openness. For barrier-free access, we recommend equipping the doors with compensator closers. 
The most convenient option are automatic hinged door operators.

The use of grey hues and metallic effects creates industrial-urban accents.
The Stone & Steel collection consists of five matt-structured surface finishes 
in designs resembling natural stone and metal. The colours Iron mica, Pyrite, 
Basalt, Graphite and White aluminium are available for wooden door leaves  
and wooden frames as high-quality premium colour coating and for steel  
frames as powder coating.

Daniel Vieser, Karlsruhe

Plug-in electro duct
The releasable electro duct plug-in connection 
allows the simple attachment and removal of 
connection cables, for example of motor locks or 
automatic operators. The advantage is flexible and 
quick fitting, removal and maintenance of the door.

All-glass doors
Door type 11 is an all-glass door that is available 
with smoke protection and acoustic insulation up to 
Rw,P = 37 dB. In combination with system glazing 
type 25V, structural openings up to 3500 mm in 
height and unlimited width can be implemented.

T30 wooden external doors
For the exterior, Schörghuber offers door type 35-A 
with solid wooden frame. This door offers T30 
function with its own approval and can additionally 
be equipped with RC 2 and RC 3 as well as other 
functions.

Schörghuber Diamond white
The surface finish “Schörghuber Diamond white” 
consists of a white solid coloured and particularly 
smooth HPL laminate. It fully conceals dark base 
materials for a uniform white look.
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Office doors in action
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VR meine Raiffeisenbank Altötting

Sound insulation door Rw,P = 45 dB type 6 wooden 
block frame with aluminium edge recess profile,  
solid coloured HPL laminate, concealed hinges.

Siemens group headquarters Munich

Fire protection/sound insulation door Rw,P = 32 dB 
type 16, solid wooden frame, premium colour  
coating RAL 9010 Traffic white, concealed hinges, 
concealed closer.

Postparc Bern

Fire protection doors type 3 with solid wooden frame in glazing 
25V, premium NCS colour coating, concealed closer.

01

02

03



Schörghuber 
hospital doors
Hygiene, sterility and cleanliness are essential in hospitals. 
To accommodate the 24h operation, doors must be highly 
durable and functional. Due to their permanent high use 
they are subject to great wear in daily operation. On the 
other hand, they should contribute to creating a pleasant 
atmosphere through perfect acoustic insulation and an 
attractive design.
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Patient room doors

Operating theatre sliding doors

Hallway doors

Treatment room doors

The doors in patient rooms must be robust and suitable for the requirements of everyday 
hospital activities. Door widths of at least 1250 mm allow unimpeded passage of beds. Their key 
characteristics include barrier-free access, easy handling and hygienic surfaces. Equipping the 
doors with acoustic insulation ensures the required recovery-inducing quiet in the patient rooms.

In operating theatres and treatment rooms, door leaves can constitute an obstacle in the room. 
Sliding doors are space-saving and convenient solutions to this problem. They provide physicians 
and nursing staff with unimpeded access and the possibility of moving machinery and patient 
transport equipment into the rooms. Doors equipped with automatic operation and glazing cut-outs 
add everyday practicality to hospital environments.

Clinic and hospital hallways must be very spacious to accommodate daily activities. These areas 
require double-leaf doors with automatic opening and closing function that ensure convenient 
handling and barrier-free access. The hallway doors are for the most part fire and smoke protection 
doors to secure fire compartments, depending on the building structure. In case of danger, they 
must keep escape routes accessible.

Privacy is required in treatment rooms. Doors in this area must comply with acoustic insulation 
requirements of at least Rw,P = 37 dB. In X-ray rooms, protection from harmful X-rays, gamma 
radiation or electric radiation is the top priority. Lead inserts in doors and frames prevent the spread 
of harmful radiation. Glazing cut-outs allow the staff to observe what goes on in the rooms.

Hospital doors for all purposes

Schörghuber
Hospital Doors

Schörghuber
Hospital Doors
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Functions and equipment

Radiation protection
The required radiation protection is defined by 
the so-called lead equivalent value of the door. 
Schörghuber offers a lead equivalent value of  
up to 6 mm.

Flush-fitting glazing cut-out
Flush-fitting glazing cut-outs promise functionality 
coupled with an attractive design. The hygiene 
requirements are fulfilled by the smooth transition 
between the door leaf surface and the glass.

Surface protection
The use of stainless steel bottom sheets as impact 
protection and protective sheets in the handle area, 
offers additional protection to the door surface. 
These sheets can either be milled flush-fitting into 
the door leaf or glued on.

Patient admissions
The admissions area must consist of a delineated 
work area offering the largest possible overview 
at the same time. This can be achieved by fixed 
glazing, solid wood framed doors with large glazing 
sections and sliding windows. Intercom glazing  
is recommended for this area.

Design examples

HPL surfaces

Equipment options

Barrier-free access

Steel hospital rebated frame

Operating theatre sliding door

Patient room door with steel hospital rebated frameIntegrally cast PU edge

HPL laminate meets the hygienic requirements of hospitals. It is robust 
and can be designed at will. Laminates are available as an anti-bacterial 
version. Also recommended are anti-fingerprint surfaces that are resistant 
to fingerprints and grease. They come in very matt and very modern styles. 
The Schörghuber HPL surface Cleanroom White is tested for its resistance 
to chemicals. At the same time, the surface underwent a decontamination 
process with H

2
O

2
 and was classified as resistant.

Hospital doors must also be accessible to persons with physical limitations. 
User-friendliness is the top priority. Schörghuber offers door sets approved 
acc. to DIN 18040 “Construction of accessible buildings” as well as 
DIN EN 12217 “Operating forces”. Motor locks, electric strikes and automatic 
closers add to the operating comfort. XXL lever handles fitted in a low position 
are an additional measure. The regulation-conform clear passage width of at 
least 900 mm must be complied with.

The Schörghuber steel hospital rebated frame was designed in such a way 
that when opened it is flush with the door leaf to provide full passage width. 
This facilitates the passage of patient beds and larger objects while preventing 
damage to the door leaf edge. The steel hospital rebated frame is available as 
a single-leaf or double-leaf version, optionally with transom light, as well as the 
functions fire and smoke protection, acoustic insulation, radiation and burglar 
protection. Available surface finishes include stainless steel, powder-coated  
or galvanized primed.

Sliding doors are the suitable choice for large and wide openings with limited space and accessibility. 
Sliding doors with automatic operation are indispensable for access to X-ray rooms, operating 
theatres or emergency room areas. They allow physicians and nursing staff unimpeded access while 
large machinery and patient transport equipment can also be easily moved into the rooms. The 
sliding door type 13 can be equipped with fire and smoke protection and radiation protection as well 
as acoustic insulation up to Rw,P = 37 dB and is available in large dimensions. For glazing cut-outs, 
two-sided flush-fitting glazing is recommended.

In hospitals, doors must often provide the entire passage width to allow beds, wheelchairs and large 
machinery to easily pass in and out of the rooms without damage to the material. Schörghuber 
developed the steel hospital rebated frame specifically for this application area. Its special rebated 
geometry allows the frame to fit flush with the door leaf when opened at a 90-degree angle, offering 
a larger access width than conventional frames. All functions such as fire and smoke protection, 
acoustic insulation, radiation and burglar protection are possible and they can also be used in wet 
and damp rooms.

The integrally cast PU edge offers the best edge protection for door leaves.  
If wooden frames are used, they can also be equipped with the PU edge. It is 
particularly resistant to scratches and impacts, is easy to clean and resistant 
to chemicals and cleaning agents. The integrally cast PU edge is available in all 
RAL and NCS colours. Four standard colours are available in the Schörghuber 
high-speed programme.
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Hospital doors in action
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Agatharied hospital, Hausham
Radiation protection sliding door type 3 with stainless steel frame,  
HPL laminate, stainless steel protective sheet, automatic operator.

University Medical Centre Hamburg-Eppendorf
Fire/smoke protection doors type 3 with steel frame, HPL laminate,  
slide rail door closer.

Kantonspital Obwalden, Sarnen
Fire protection/acoustic insulation doors Rw,P = 37 dB type 5 with folded 
wooden frame, HPL laminate, integrally cast PU edge on door leaf and 
frame, bottom sheet.

02

03



Schörghuber 
internal doors
Doors are an important integral part of residential concepts 
of tomorrow. The design and shape of doors complement 
the architectural concept. Whether for use in exclusive 
residential projects or in listed villas, Schörghuber adds 
a very special touch to every door. Timeless elegance, 
creative playfulness or unobtrusive simplicity – doors can 
be cleverly be used as style elements in any interior design,

Photo: HGEsch, Hennef
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Doors for basements and functional areas

Apartment doors

Internal doors

Doors for historic buildings

Doors for basements and functional areas

Apartment doors should match the individual style of the location. Their interior and exterior values 
are crucial to the security and comfort of the residents. The base consists of high-quality door leaf 
and frame designs. Approved acoustic insulation and certified burglar protection can be combined 
with fire and smoke protection. Intelligent door communication can be integrated. Smart home 
technologies allow handling and control of the doors via smartphones.

Currently there is a revival of high-quality styles and premium quality. Whether modern design, 
understated simplicity or classic elegance, room doors can be individually designed for every type  
of residential architecture. From exclusive apartments to Cubist townhouses. Schörghuber doors 
can fulfil any design expectations at the highest level of quality. Room-high doors are impressive, 
while narrow frames, concealed and flush-fitting hardware underscore a minimalist style. There are 
no limits to the design options.

Old townhouses, listed buildings and renovated old villas have their own special flair. Doors should 
have an expressive look coupled with all-out functionality in line with the high demands of such 
buildings. Panels, infills or elaborate profiles, shaped arches and exquisite surface finishes provide 
the doors and frames with a special character. When it comes to renovations, there are often  
high demands regarding monument conservation. Schörghuber doors can meet all demands 
regarding dimensions, individual design, safety and the required comfort features. Each door  
can be manufactured uniquely.

Functionality is the most important aspect in such areas. Whether safety doors for the basement, 
fire-retarding doors or flaps for heater or technical rooms or access doors from the garage to the 
residence as a T30 version. Schörghuber offers the suitable door for every purpose and every 
budget. To withstand climatic variations, these doors should be equipped with climatic class III. For 
roofed and weathered outdoor areas there are walkway and entrance doors that can be equipped 
with functions such as fire protection or burglar protection.

Residential doors for all purposes

Photo: HGEsch, Hennef

Photo: HGEsch, Hennef
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Functions and equipment

Metal-marking resistance
As additional protection of premium colour-coated 
doors and frames we recommend the use of 
transparent top coating that is applied as a finish  
to the painted surface.

Climatic class III
Unheated residential hallways or staircases, 
basement areas and rooms that are frequently 
ventilated are subject to intense temperature and 
air humidity variations. In these areas, door sets 
with climatic class III should be used. They resist 
temperature variations up to 20 degrees and air 
humidity differences of 50%.

Light & Brilliance surface finish collection
The Light & Brilliance collection consists of very 
smooth high-gloss surface finishes. It includes the 
colours white, grey, anthracite and black in unique 
brilliance and depth. Light effects and reflections 
give the door and frame an unmistakable personality.

Tubular chipboard doors
For standard apartment construction Schörghuber 
offers the tubular chipboard door type 1N-RT with 
42 mm door thickness. As standard, these doors 
comply with the highest mechanical duty category 
4 acc. to DIN EN 1192 and can be combined with 
nearly all frame variations.

Design examples

Fittings

Equipment options

Aluminium frame “Zeroline”

White surfaces
Internal room door with aluminium frame “Zeroline”

Solid wood framed door Seamless without glazing beads

Smart Home concepts

Simple, unadorned architecture calls for the use of concealed hinges and 
flush-fitting lever handles without escutcheons. As eye-catchers, fittings can 
be highlighted with noble surface finishes. Locks with silent latches ensure 
the quiet closing of doors. In apartment doors, hinges and lock plates are 
preferably made of stainless steel, multiple-point locking increases the security. 
There is a large variety of protective fittings that suit the quality and security 
needs of every user.

The concealed aluminium frame “Zeroline” combines a flush-fitting door 
view of the wall with functional aspects. The special aluminium profile is 
fully integrated into the wall during fitting, creating an unframed look. During 
plastering, the plaster net that can be clicked into the frame profile prevents 
unattractive hair cracks between the door frame and the wall. The frame 
design comprises approved fire and smoke protection, acoustic insulation,  
and burglar protection.

The Schörghuber design range offers a great selection of white surface 
finishes for every budget. They include high-quality premium colour coating, 
white lacquer or Schörghuber “Diamond white”, an extremely smooth solid 
colour HPL laminate. The CPL collection offers various white styles. Solid white 
lacquer is a smooth, pure white CPL that consists of completely white base 
material. Very matt, so-called anti-fingerprint laminate offers new possibilities. 
Apartment doors can be designed with different surface finishes on the inside 
and the outside.

Maximum reduction and clearly structured design – Schörghuber doors allow the implementation  
of the architectural design requirements with the highest quality levels. The concealed aluminium 
frame “Zeroline” is an understated design variation that gives the door an unframed look.  
In combination with type 3, a flush-fitting door leaf with 50 mm door thickness and concealed 
hinges, it creates a flush-fitting transition between the door leaf and the wall. With this version,  
door heights up to 2700 mm, with top part even up to 3200 mm, are possible, also in combination 
with various functions.

Doors with large glazing sections link rooms, allow light to penetrate dark hallways and create open 
living environments. The solid wood framed door type 25 Seamless 50 without glazing beads offers 
a particularly sophisticated door solution. At only 70 mm, the frieze is particularly slim. This makes 
the glazing look even larger while creating a high degree of transparency and translucency.  
A wooden profile frame without decorative rebate creates a flush-fitting appearance. Depending  
on the constructional situation and requirements, this design even fulfils fire and smoke protection 
and acoustic insulation requirements.

Schörghuber doors can be equipped with intelligent Smart Home technologies, 
which allow their convenient control and handling via the smartphone or tablet. 
Access rights can be distributed, blocked or modified online. An integrated 
camera and concealed microphone allow communication via smartphone. 
IP technology allows the future-safe connection of additional Smart Home 
equipment. Functions such as fire and smoke protection, acoustic insulation  
and burglar protection are possible in combination with these concepts.
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Apartimentum Hamburg
Solid-core double-leaf door type 4 with wooden  
wrap-around frame, premium colour coating RAL 9010 
Pure white, concealed hinges.

David Chipperfield Architects Berlin
Solid core sliding door type 16 with special handle recess, 
dimension 1000 x 3300 mm

Just Living Waisenstraße, Berlin
Smoke protection door type 16, climatic class III,  
slimline solid wooden block frame, premium colour  
coating RAL 9005 Jet black, concealed closer.

Photo: HGEsch, Hennef
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Schörghuber 
security doors
Entrances to security-relevant areas in public buildings, 
security doors in corporate environments with special 
access authorisation as well as doors to private residences 
must offer a large degree of reliability and protection.  
For these special application areas Schörghuber offers  
a large range of approved security doors. The design  
can be matched to any concept.
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Security doors for all purposes

Access doors for security areas

Break-in-resistant doors for private buildings

Doors for external use

Access doors to security areas of public buildings must fulfil the highest security requirements. In 
banks, museums, archives and sensitive office complexes, the doors must comply with the highest 
burglar protection categories. At the same time, their equipment should ensure the highest levels of 
comfort and perfect compliance with all requirements regarding fire protection and secure escape 
routes. Approved break-in-resistant door sets can also be combined with other functions, such as 
fire and smoke protection or acoustic insulation. For exceptional protection requirements there are 
special bullet-proof door sets.

Burglar protection has gained in significance in recent years. Tenants of apartments, offices and 
commercial units have the desire to protect their property and prevent forceful entry or unauthorized 
access. Robust door leaf designs, special protective fittings and high-quality locking systems offer 
optimal protection. Schörghuber security door sets master this challenge without compromising 
individual design. They can be combined with many frame variations, while top and side elements, 
as well as glazing offer additional design possibilities.

Security doors for use outdoors, in walkways or as side entrance doors must comply with a variety 
of requirements. They must not only be weather-resistant but also fulfil various safety functions.  
A central function is break-in resistance. In addition to RC 2 and RC 3, the Schörghuber door 
type 35 can be equipped with other functions and is even available in combination with fire 
protection. The external doors have their own approval. Due to their many design possibilities,  
the doors can be matched to the architecture of any building.
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Functions and equipment

Bullet-proof doors
Exceptional protection requires doors with  
special properties. Schörghuber offers special  
3N-M3 bullet-proof door sets of type FB4 S  
acc. to DIN EN 1522-1– also in combination  
with fire protection, acoustic insulation and  
break-in resistance.

Alarm wire mesh
Another safety measure to prevent burglaries is an 
alarm wire mesh in the door leaf. Attempts to break 
in through the door surface actuates an alarm. 
Schörghuber has developed its own solution that  
is approved according to the highest VdS class C.

Monitoring equipment
The magnet or latch contact can be used to monitor 
whether the door is open or closed from a central 
location and be locked from there as well.

High-speed programme
For quick demand, the high-speed programme  
can provide RC 2 and RC 3 burglar-proof doors 
with many combination and equipment options.  
The manufacturing time is 5, 8 or 15 business 
days, depending on the equipment.

Design examples

Certified burglar protection

Equipment options

Security fittings

Design Double-leaf museum door

High-security door RC 4Frames

A break-in resistant door resists the attempt of forceful entry for a certain 
while. Break-in resistance is only guaranteed by the concerted effect of all 
components. Schörghuber offers approved door sets with the resistance 
classes RC 2, RC 3 and RC 4 acc. to DIN EN 1627, also in combination  
with other functions. The version is available with approved attack side  
on the hinge side as well as the opposite hinge side.

Triple locking and burglar-proof handle sets are part of the safety fittings.  
In publicly accessible rooms or areas with special access authorisation,  
the combination of fittings determines the unlimited suitability of the door  
for security zones. In case of danger or panic situations, persons must be 
allowed to flee unimpeded. Self-locking anti-panic locks ensure this function.

The best security doors are those that do not show on the outside what they 
hide inside. The design can be matched to any setting. Concealed hinges  
are also available for break-in-resistant door sets up to RC 3. Whether as  
a highlight of modern interior design or as an exclusive stylish door in listed 
buildings – security is compatible with design. Glazing cut-outs are available 
up to resistance class RC 3. Side elements and transom lights offer additional 
design possibilities.

Buildings such as museums and galleries have special requirements. Their doors should have 
maximum opening dimensions, protect persons and valuable exhibits and have a design that 
matches the architectural concept. The double-leaf type 6 fulfils all requirements. With a top part, 
a dimension of 2500 x 3500 mm with resistance class RC 2 is available. Passage doors in the 
class RC 3 and RC 4 can be implemented up to a height of 2500 mm. An elegant option is the 
combination with a wood block frame, aluminium edge recess and concealed hinges for a flush-
fitting look.

Particularly sensitive areas such as vault rooms of banks, weapon chambers of police stations and 
clubs as well as filing and archive rooms of public buildings require doors with a high resistance 
class. Schörghuber doors type 16 in combination with a folded wooden frame were especially 
developed for this application purpose. They offer a resistance class RC 4 and can be combined with 
other functions such as fire protection or acoustic insulation. Doors with the classification RC 4 resist 
a break-in attempt with professional equipment by an experienced perpetrator for 10 minutes.

Burglar protection doors from Schörghuber are approved for many frame 
variations that can be designed individually. Doors in resistance classes RC 2 and 
RC 3 can be implemented with steel frames as well as folded wooden frames, 
wooden profile frames or wooden block frames. Solid wooden frames are also 
available, also in combination with top and side elements. The RC 4 requirement 
can be fulfilled with steel frames and folded wooden frames.
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European Hansemuseum, Lübeck

Acoustic insulation door Rw,P = 32 dB type 26 with solid wooden frame, version 

as an entrance doors with climatic class IV, European Oak veneer, VX hinges with 

securing pin, panic lock.

Brandhorst Museum, Munich

T90 fire/smoke protection recess door type 24, climatic class III, folded  

wooden frame, premium colour coating, magnetic and latch contact,  

dimension 1850 x 3500 mm.

01

01 03

02

Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation, Building  

and Nuclear Safety, Berlin

Smoke/burglar protection door RC 2, climatic class III type 16 with solid wooden 

frame, glazing 25V-S “Free in the glazing section”, premium colour coating 

RAL 5004 Black blue matt, multiple-point locking, concealed closer.

02 03



Schörghuber  
wet room and  
damp room doors
High air humidity and the effect of moisture in buildings  
can quickly seriously damage doors. Schörghuber wet room 
and damp room doors are particularly resilient due to the 
use of moisture and water-resistant materials. This makes 
the doors and frames exceptionally durable.
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Schörghuber
Wet Room and Damp Room Door

Wet room and damp room doors for all purposes

Doors for wet rooms

Doors for rooms with moisture

T30 fire protection/wet room doors

Almost all public buildings have areas in which the interior furnishings must withstand the effects 
of water. The doors must be prepared to be exposed to extended wetness, frequent slash-water 
and cleaning agents. The special wet room doors are used in spa areas, swimming halls, hotel 
bathrooms, public toilets and sanitary areas as well as laboratories and catering establishments. 
Next to water, the doors are often also exposed to aggressive cleaning agents. To withstand these 
conditions, the inlay, outer layer and edge are free of timber and derived-timber materials.

Hygiene and cleanliness are important aspects in both public and private buildings. This is why 
damp room doors are preferably used in sanitary areas, treatment rooms and bathrooms without 
ventilation. They are exposed to moisture for short periods and occasionally to splash-water. Solid 
core doors are most often used, depending on the application purpose these are also available as 
tubular chipboard doors. To prevent moisture from entering due to the regular exposure to cleaning 
water or condensation water and subsequent swelling of the material, invisible moisture protection 
is applied to the bottom edge of the door leaf.

Swimming pools, spas, public sanitary facilities, laboratories, catering establishments and buildings 
at risk from flooding often require product solutions that offer both water resistance and fire 
protection. The fire protection/wet room door from Schörghuber was specifically developed for this 
application area. It can withstand permanent exposure to water without damage to the material and 
in case of fire it can prevent its spread for up to 30 minutes. The special door is made of water-
resistant material free of timber and derived-timber materials. The fire protection/wet room door 
has its own fire protection approval and is available as a single-leaf or double-leaf version.

Photo: Küffner
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Wet Room and Damp Room Door

Functions and equipment

Glazing cut-outs
Glazing cut-outs or transom lights introduce 
daylight to the room and offer cross views. 
Laboratory or clean room doors are available  
with special glazing cut-outs. Flush-fitting glazing 
offers attractive designs and is easy to clean.

Chemical resistance
The Schörghuber HPL laminate Cleanroom White 
and the integrally cast PU edge are tested for their 
resistance to chemicals. At the same time, the 
surface and edge underwent a decontamination 
process with H

2
O

2
 and were classified as resistant.

Fittings
For corrosion resistance, the hinges should be 
made of stainless steel. Concealed hinges are also 
possible. Recommended frame details include 
stainless steel lock plates, which are optionally 
available as an adjustable version. Wet room 
special locks are available with special corrosion 
protection.

High-speed programme
Wet room and damp room doors, even  
in combination with T30, are available with  
steel frames and standard equipment from  
the Schörghuber high-speed programme.  
The manufacturing time is 5, 8 or 15 business 
days, depending on the version.

Design examples

Wet room suitability

Equipment options

Frame variants

Integrally cast PU edge

Damp room doors for sanitary areas

Swimming pool door with wet room frameSurface finishes

Schörghuber wet room doors are approved acc. to RAL RG 426. All used 
materials are free of timber and derived-timber materials and therefore 
particularly suited for exposure to moisture. The wet room doors with 42 mm 
or 50 mm door thickness are available as single-leaf and double-leaf versions. 
As standard, they comply with the highest duty category 4 (“E” extreme)  
acc. to DIN EN 1192. They can be fitted into solid walls as well as approved 
light blockwork that is suitable for moisture and wet rooms.

Due to their resistance to water and cleaning agents, stainless steel and 
aluminium frames are particularly suited for use in wet areas. They are 
corrosion resistant and fulfil sophisticated hygiene requirements. Both variants 
are especially durable and distinguished by their high quality. The surface 
finish has an exceptionally aesthetic look. Alternatively, steel frames  
that are powder-coated at the factory can be used for areas with limited  
water exposure.

An integrally cast PU edge is recommended to further increase the resistance 
of wet room and damp room doors. It is closed porous, water and dirt 
repelling, especially resistant, as well as chemical and solvent proof. Matched 
to the surface coating or offset in a contrasting colour, the PU edge offers 
various design possibilities. It is also available in all RAL and NCS colours. Schörghuber damp room doors are approved acc. to the RAL RG 426/3 quality mark. Type 1  

with 42 mm door thickness is the basic model. The edge consists of a durable ABS edge in 2 mm 
thickness. The ventilation grille in the door leaf is recommended for rooms without windows and 
without ventilation. To protect it from the moisture of cleaning water, the bottom edge of the door 
leaf is equipped with invisible moisture protection, a PUR edge band. The combination with a steel 
Fineline frame, with a frame face of only 6 mm creates a sophisticated look.

The water-resistant Schörghuber wet room frame without decorative rebates is recommended  
for architecturally demanding areas such as spas and wellness facilities or swimming pools.  
It was specifically developed for this application. The frame resembles a wooden profile frame but  
is made of materials free of timber and derived-timber materials. The version with a wet room door 
leaf type 3 with 50 mm door thickness and integrally cast PU edge conveys a modern design.

HPL laminate with 0.8 mm thickness is used for wet room and damp room 
doors. Laminates offer an almost unlimited choice of colours and designs. 
Whether single coloured, solid coloured, ultra-matt, anti-fingerprint version or 
structured timber reproduction, all decors are stylish and durable. Damp room 
doors are additionally available with high-quality premium colour coating in all 
RAL and NC colours as well as the fine structure collection Stone & Steel.
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Wet room and damp room doors in action
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Schörghuber
Wet Room and Damp Room Door

Schörghuber
Wet Room and Damp Room Door

0202

03

Inselpark swimming hall, Hamburg

T30 fire/wet room door type 4 with powder-coated aluminium frame,  

HPL laminate, integrally cast PU edge, wet room special lock.

Thomas Sabo headquarters, Lauf

T30 fire/smoke/damp room door type 3 with aluminium block frame Slimline, 

round glazing, HPL laminate, integrally cast PU edge RAL 7016 Anthracite grey, 

wet room special lock, concealed closer.

Oversum Vitalresort, Winterberg

Damp room door type 1 with steel profile frame, moisture protection on  

the bottom edge of the door leaf, HPL laminate, VX stainless steel hinges.

01

Photo: Küffner



Schörghuber  
solid wood  
door sets
In modern building styles, glass and translucency are 
enduring themes. Large glazing gives buildings a modern 
look on the outside and the inside. Whether in schools, 
kindergartens, hospitals or administrative buildings, 
doors are used to introduce daylight to dark hallways and 
staircases and create openings among various rooms. 
Schörghuber solid wood door sets fulfil the required 
functions and the demand for simple architecture with 
maximum transparency.
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Solid wood door sets for all purposes

Solid wood framed doors

Fixed glazings

Windows for external use

Schörghuber solid wood framed doors are used in areas in which a high degree of transparency 
is required. Consisting of solid wood profiles and glass, the door sets provide fire and smoke 
protection as well as acoustic insulation while creating an open ambiance and best daylight 
penetration to the interior of the building. The single and double-leaf doors are mostly used  
as hallway doors and in staircases of public and private residential buildings. Very narrow frieze 
widths and variations entirely without glazing beads underscore a sophisticated look.

As room dividers, strips of transom lights, corner structures or glazed partition walls, fixed glazing 
on its own or in combination with doors is essential for transparent and open interior designs.  
Slim profile shapes and the high quality processing of solid wood offer individual design possibilities. 
One design variation is system glazing type 25V-S in which the glass panes are glued together by 
silicone. Failproof glazing is available from the Schörghuber programme with public test certificate 
of the building authority. Solid wood door sets are available in many veneer surfaces and coatings.

Fire protection windows with F30 or F90 in external walls help prevent the spread of fire across 
building sections for special situations on site. They consist of solid wood profiles and special 
glazing with the necessary equipment that helps them withstand climatic effect and direct 
weathering. They are available as fixed glazing or hinged segments. Schörghuber fire protection 
windows combine functionality with transparency and match any interior design.
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Schörghuber
Solid Wood Door Sets

Functions and equipment

Pine construction timber
An inexpensive version is the variant with pine 
construction timber. Solid wood framed doors and 
solid wooden frames are available with textured paint 
in 188 RAL colours and can be optionally prepared 
for on-site finishing treatment.

Failproof glazing
Schörghuber failproof glazing according to TRAV 
and DIN 18008 have a public test certificate  
of the building authority. Special solutions can  
be implemented in special cases by approval.

Large dimensions
The solid wood framed doors type 25 any type 27 
are available with fire protection up to a nominal 
size height of 3825 mm. For versions with transom 
lights or transom panels even up to a nominal size 
height of 4525 mm.

Frame variants
Solid wood framed doors can be combined  
with all frames of the Schörghuber programme. 
This includes solid wooden frames, wooden wrap-
around, wooden block or folded wooden frames  
as well as steel frames or the “Zeroline” concealed 
aluminium frame.

Design examples

Design features

Equipment options

Slimline frame doors

Wood & Veneer stained pattern collection
Hallway door Seamless without glazing beads

Fire protection external windowsSolid wood framed doors without glazing beads

The real timber character gives these door sets the typical look and capacity 
for high durability. The solid wood profiles consist of laminated construction 
wood in hardwood quality with an A-section in the rebate area. The viewed 
areas are covered in thick veneer. This type of manufacturing is a key quality 
characteristic of the Schörghuber solid wood door sets.

Schörghuber Slimline frame doors type 25-SL and 27-SL score with very 
narrow frieze widths of only 30 mm. When closed, the door frieze disappears 
into the frame rebate, becoming practically invisible from the opposite 
hinge side. Depending on the requirements, the bottom door frieze can 
be eliminated. Maximum transparency is accomplished with the system 
glazing 25V-S “Free in the glazing section.” The special glass panes are only 
connected by a silicone joint. An elegant fastening option is connecting the 
door set to the glass on the wall via a U profile.

The Schörghuber Wood & Veneer stained pattern collection is based on 
American white oak veneer. Thirteen elegant and harmonious colour hues in 
natural matt or silk matt are available. A simple veneer is used for the solid 
wood door sets, it is available as horizontal and vertical veneer. The stain  
is very light-fast and scratch resistant.

Doors with large glazing sections link rooms and allow light to penetrate dark hallways. The double-
leaf solid wood framed door type 27 Seamless 73 with 73 mm door thickness is a variation without 
glazing beads. Large dimensions of 2966 mm width and 2983 mm height or 3983 mm with a top 
part are available. The frieze width is only 70 mm. The version with a wooden block frame creates 
a straight-angled and modern design. The solid wood framed door can be equipped with fire and 
smoke protection as well as acoustic insulation and is therefore predestined for use in hallways  
and staircases.

Fire-retarding windows for external walls are necessary in densely developed commercial zones 
to prevent the spread of fire to neighbouring buildings. Due to its many design possibilities, the 
Schörghuber F30 wooden window type 25V-DA can be matched to the architecture of any building. 
This makes the window suitable for new modern buildings or renovations of older buildings as well as 
for listed buildings. In addition to fire protection, the window is also available with smoke protection 
and acoustic insulation as well as break-in resistance. If F90 is an on-site requirement, the window 
is also available as a type 90V-DA.

The solid wood framed doors type 25 Seamless 50, type 25 Seamless 73 
and type 27 Seamless 73 are designed without glazing beads. This results in 
a nearly invisible and harmonious transition between the glass and the frame. 
Solid wood framed doors without glazing beads are distinguished by the fact 
that they are also available with fire and smoke protection as well as acoustic 
insulation. Another advantage is the very narrow frieze width of only 70 mm. 
They are available as single and double-leaf variations with 50 mm and 73 mm 
door thickness.
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Solid wood door sets in action
02

03
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03Westfalen-Lippe association of apothecaries, Münster

Fire/smoke protection/acoustic insulation solid wood framed 

door type 27, Rw,P = 32 dB, solid wooden frame, fixed glazing 

25V, veneer American white oak stained according to sample.

Mülimatt sports training centre in Windisch

Fire/smoke protection/acoustic insulation solid wood framed 

door type 25, Rw,P = 37 dB, solid wooden frame, fixed glazing 

25V, premium colour coating NCS colour.

Hofbräuhaus, Munich

Fire/smoke protection solid wood framed door type 27 with Norman arch 

and decorative rails, solid wooden frame with attached reveal cladding, 

stained American white oak, panic lock.

01



Schörghuber  
barrier-free doors
Barrier-free access allows all people, regardless of their physical 
status or age to live with equal rights, self-reliant and without 
external assistance. It is the prerequisite for enabling everyone 
to participate in society. Barrier-free access is part of building 
ordinances and decisive factor of public construction projects. 
Doors are a key component of this and must therefore comply  
with specific prerequisites and functions.
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Schörghuber
Barrier-free Doors

Doors for public buildings

Doors for sanitary and toilet areas

Doors for health and care facilities

Internal doors

Whether in hotels, restaurants or public authorities, barrier-free participation in public life requires 
access without obstacles and barriers for people with physical limitations. The needs of persons 
who cannot move freely must be taken into account already in the planning of public facilities. 
For buildings and facilities to be accessible without barriers, the clear width of doors must be 
accordingly dimensioned. Doors must be clearly discernible, easy to operate and safe to pass. 
Hallway doors must secure fire compartments and escape routes in case of emergency.

Barrier-free sanitary rooms should be designed in such a way that they can be used as intended  
by people with visual impairment, people in wheelchairs and people with movement limitations.  
In general, larger distance and movement areas are required. Hinged doors must not swing into  
the room. It must be possible to unlock doors from the outside. In normal operation, they should  
be clearly discernible, easy to operate and access and not constitute a hindrance. Schörghuber  
wet room and damp room doors are suitable for sanitary and toilet areas. They can be implemented 
as hinged doors as well as space-saving sliding doors.

In hospitals, nursing homes or senior citizen homes, comfort and barrier-free access are central 
issues of concern. Doors play an important role in this. They must be sufficiently large, easy 
to operate and invitingly designed. Visually contrasting design of the door and the frame can 
additionally help to facilitate the orientation of people with sensory impairments. Escape and 
emergency routes must be designed in such a way that impaired, weakened or disoriented  
persons can quickly and safely leave the building in case of emergency or be quickly evacuated  
by rescue workers.

Self-reliance is an important issue for people with disabilities and the elderly. Many of them want 
to live independently without limitations in their own home. This is why the topic of “barrier-free 
access”, i.e. barrier-free construction, dwelling and living, is receiving increased attention. At the 
same time, a barrier-free home is not only appreciated by persons with disabilities, but also by 
people with temporary limitations to their mobility, such as parents with perambulators. When  
it comes to the equipment of doors, small deviations from the standard can considerably increase 
the comfort. Larger dimensions, eliminated thresholds, enlarged opening angles, automatic 
operators and the use of sliding doors are key measures in this respect.

Barrier-free doors for all purposes
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Schörghuber
Barrier-free Doors

Functions and equipment

Approved barrier-free doors
Schörghuber offers several door types, which  
in combination with specific fitting equipment are 
approved for accessibility and operating forces  
acc. to DIN 18040 and DIN EN 12217.

Bottom seal Chronoseal
Schörghuber doors can be equipped with 
the special bottom seal Chronoseal that is 
distinguished by delayed extension. The bottom 
seal is only extended when the door is closed.  
This considerably facilitates opening and closing. 
The variation is approved for fire and smoke 
protection and acoustic insulation.

PortaMatic operator for residences
The PortaMatic door operator was specifically 
designed for private residential construction. 
It ensures everyday comfort of residents and 
facilitates senior-friendly dwelling. The doors can 
be opened via hand transmitter or button. This 
operator is distinguished by its many adjustment 
options, minimum power consumption and 
inexpensive price.

Sliding doors
The sliding doors have no thresholds to meet 
accessibility requirements. They are space-saving, 
elegant and modern and can be individually 
designed. Sliding doors can be equipped  
with fire and smoke protection, acoustic and 
radiation protection.

Design examples

Dimensions

Equipment options

Operating forces

Lever handle
Barrier-free double-leaf hallway door type 27

Barrier-free apartment door type 13
Surface finishes

Doors must be easy to operate, safe to pass and wide enough for persons 
in wheelchairs or with walkers. Doors fulfil the requirements of barrier-free 
access if their clear passage width is at least 800 mm and for wheelchair  
use at least 900 mm. The clear passage height must be at least 2050 mm. 
The width of individual door leaves should not exceed 1000 mm, otherwise 
double-leaf doors would be the appropriate choice.

Opening and closing the doors should be possible with minimum effort. This 
is regulated with operating forces and operating torques in DIN EN 12217. The 
operating forces refer to the lock and lever operation as well as the required 
effort for opening the door. If door closers are required, they must be set up 
in such a way that the opening torque of size 3 acc. to DIN EN 1154 is not 
exceeded. Otherwise automatic door systems are required. For fire protection 
doors we recommend compensator closers or closers with hold-open device.

Hallways must be wide enough and offer a usable width of at least 1500 mm, preferably 
1800 mm. Barrier-free access must be combined with the safety functions of doors in escape 
and rescue routes. The double-leaf T30 solid wood framed door type 27 with solid wooden frame 
is excellently suited for this purpose. It has been approved acc. to DIN 18040 and DIN EN 12217 
in terms of accessibility and operating forces. The solid wood framed door has a dimension of 
LD 1936 x 2468 mm, fulfils T30 fire and smoke protection functions and is available with acoustic 
insulation up to Rw,P = 37 dB.

Due to its easy handling, a barrier-free apartment door adds comfort to daily life. Schörghuber offers 
approved barrier-free apartment doors. Type 13 has a door thickness of 50 mm and is break-in-
resistant RC 2 with acoustic insulation Rw,P = 37 dB. In combination with a 2-part steel frame and 
special fitting equipment, the door set with the dimension LD 1061 x 2218 mm positively complies  
with all requirements regarding accessibility and operating forces.

Barrier-free doors also should be clearly discernible for people with limited vision 
or cognitive challenges. This is made possible by a visually contrasting design such 
as light coloured walls and dark frames or light coloured door leaf and dark edges. 
DIN 32975 specifies the design of visual information for barrier-free use. Doors 
with large glazing must be clearly discernible across the entire width of the glazing. 
These markings should be applied at a height of 400 to 700 mm and from 1200 
to 1600 mm.

Lever handles must be convenient to reach by people with movement or  
visual impairments. A lever height of 850 mm supports the easy operation  
by persons in wheelchairs. Easy to grab variations such as arched, U-shaped 
or vertical bars for manually operated sliding doors also support easy passage. 
For people with limited vision, lever handles that are equipped with braille 
letters on the inside are recommended.

Photo: Dorma
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Barrier-free doors in action

Siemens group headquarters, Munich

T90 fire/smoke protection/acoustic insulation solid wood framed door type 92,  

solid wooden frame, automatic hinged door operator, dimensions 1850 x 2800 mm. 

Solid core door type 16, with solid wooden frame, premium colour coating,  

automatic hinged door operator, lever height 850 mm, dimensions 975 x 2170 mm.

Kantonspital Sarnen, Obwalden

Fire protection/acoustic insulation doors Rw,P = 37 dB type 5 with folded wooden frame, 

integrally cast PU edge on the door leaf and frame, dimensions 1300 x 2100 mm. Solid 

core sliding door type 1, stainless steel sliding door frame, dimensions 968 x 2095 mm.

Terminal 2 satellite building, Munich airport

Water resistant/acoustic insulation door, Rw,P = 32 dB, type 3, 2-part steel 

frame for retrofitting trapezoid anchor fastening in stainless steel, HPL laminate 

and double glazing exterior, integrally cast PU edge, 3 VX hinges, lock with silent 

comfort acoustic insulation, lever height 850 mm, dimensions 1126 x 2468 mm.

01
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Equipment and 
Technology

Special product features

Surface finishes

Wooden frames

Steel and aluminium frames

High-speed programme

Service offers

Locations
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Approvals and test certificates

A very extensive range of approvals, test reports and certificates 
gives the special doors an almost unlimited range of application 
options. Schörghuber offers comprehensive fitting variations  
and versions, always eager to offer the best possible solution.  
For special solutions that are not covered by the extensive  
approval programme, the desired version can be implemented  
via the "approval for individual cases” process.

Longevity and long-term functionality

A large variety of different door sets is endurance tested for long-
term functionality by Schörghuber with a functional performance 
of one million opening and closing cycles. These door models are 
approved acc. to DIN EN 1191.

Quality characteristics and manufacturing

To meet the demand for high-quality products and durable and robust 
door designs, Schörghuber relies on high-quality materials and modern 
manufacturing methods. For exceptionally high stability of the function doors, 
the core, laminated wooden frame, edge band and outer layer are fully bonded 
multiple times. The core layer is bonded air-free to the four-sided all-round 
laminated wooden frame. The position of the frame at a right angle to the 
door leaf results in excellent vertical stability of the door leaves. Thanks to its 
positioning at right angles to the door leaf, the laminated wooden frame also 
adds to the stability plus ensuring high resistance to the extraction of bolts  
for fastening the fittings.

Wear and stability

Schörghuber door sets are all tested for mechanical wear acc. to DIN EN 1192 
and comply as standard with the highest duty category 4 (“E” extreme) – from 
the simple tubular chipboard door to the complex multi-functional door. This 
not only guarantees high quality but also an extensive service life. In addition, 
all doors comply with climatic class II.

Service and fitting

To allow fitting to commence immediately at the construction site, the 
doors are prepared at the factory – all fixing points and corner joints of the 
Schörghuber wooden, steel and aluminium frames are pre-drilled at the 
factory according to the approval and the wooden frames completely bonded 
depending on the type. Lock plates and hinge base are fitted in advance. For 
glazings, the individual solid wood frame parts are bonded together and the 
glazing beads accordingly pre-drilled and fitted. This preparation at the factory 
not only facilitates fitting of the door sets, but also ensures considerable time 
and cost savings at the construction site.

Schörghuber special product features

Schörghuber
Equipment & Technology

Schörghuber
Equipment & Technology

Fire-Protection
T 30, T 60, T 90, T 120, G 30, 
F 30, F 90

Smoke-Protection
RS

Sound-Protection
SD 32, SD 37, SD 42, 
SD 45, SD 48, SD 50

Burglar-Protection
RC 2, RC 3, RC 4

Radiation-Protection
PB

Bullet-Resistant
DT

Wet room
NT

Damp room
FT

Solid Core
VT, RT, MT, OV

Climatic class Barrier-free access Duty category 4

Functions and combinations

Each construction project has its own set of requirements. Schörghuber offers 
one of the most extensive ranges of doors for construction projects. Nearly all 
functions can be combined in a single door set:
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Schörghuber surface finishes
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The appearance of a door is significantly determined by its surface finish. Offering a great variety of surface finishes, Schörghuber doors can comply with  
the various demands on high-quality construction project doors. At the same time, independent of the door function, individual wishes can be fulfilled.

Veneers

The genuine timber surfaces of Schörghuber door leaves and frames are made of veneer. A veneer surface gives doors an exclusive and individual style.  
The appearance depends on the natural timber material: as veneer wood has different colours and structures, each door is always unique. These characteristics 
and deviations are quality features and expression of the long service life of the natural material timber. In addition to 15 veneer surfaces in stock, veneers  
of nearly every type of wood can be used.

Premium coating

Schörghuber premium coating consists of high-quality 2C hydro UV paint. It is environmentally friendly with excellent chemical and mechanical durability,  
high opacity and colour fastness. The premium coating is applied via spray robot and hardened under ultraviolet light. All RAL and NSC colours are available  
at any gloss level, in both matt and high gloss versions.

HPL laminate

HPL laminate is not only exceptionally robust and durable, it also offers a vast range of design possibilities with its many colours and structures. Whether single 
coloured, solid coloured, ultra-matt, anti-fingerprint version or structured timber reproduction, all decors are stylish and durable. The HPL surface is distinguished 
by a non-porous closed melamine resin surface. All Schörghuber doors, derived-timber material frames as well as solid wooden frames can be coated with the 
styles offered by leading HPL manufacturers. For urgent demands, Schörghuber offers a large range of laminates on stock.

© zooooma, Thinkstock

FORM 1001
Sahara oak
Natural matt

FORM 1002
Oak ivory

Natural matt

FORM 1003
Oak pebble
Natural matt

FORM 1103
Sahara oak
Silk matt

FORM 2004
Smoke grey oak

Natural matt

FORM 2005
Oak lava

Natural matt

FORM 2006
Oak terra

Natural matt

FORM 3007
Oak caramel
Natural matt

FORM 3008
Smoked oak
Natural matt

FORM 3009
Chocolate oak
Natural matt

FORM 3010
Bog oak

Natural matt

FORM 3110
Bog oak
Silk matt

FORM 0090
Natural oak

brushed, natural matt

Wood & Veneer stained pattern collection

The Schörghuber Wood & Veneer stained pattern collection is based on American White Oak. It was created for high-quality door and frame surfaces  
with accentuated design. The stained pattern collection emphasizes these characteristics without overriding the fine grain and natural feel. Thirteen elegant  
and harmonious colour hues in natural matt or silk matt are available. The stain is very light-fast and scratch resistant. Doors are available with vertical  
and horizontal veneer, while wooden frames are available with vertical veneer.

BeechAmerican Oak Europ. Maple PineBirch

American Walnut
Hard Maple
(Can. Maple) Spruce Ash Larch

0105-60
Pearl White

9417-60
Snow White

140-60
Dawn

D 92-60
Dove Grey

0135 -60
Rain

0760-60
Cobalt

10622-60
Ebony

4306-60
Global Beech

U11027 SM
Crystal White

U 7081 ST9 Solid  
Light Grey

(solid coloured)
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CPL collection

The Schörghuber CPL collection offers a multitude of design and colour variations for wooden door leaves and wooden frames. Various shades of white  
and realistic timber decors reflect current design trends and can be matched to different styles depending on the wishes and application areas. CPL consists  
of several layers of paper that are pressed together under constant pressure. This makes the surface resistant and insensitive against dirt.

Wi 011 white

Planed oak

Maple

Solid white lacquer

Lakeland Acacia

Laval Maple

White Parchment

Grey Oak

Beech

White Ash

Pure Oak Structure

Decastello Structure

Grey Ash

Knotty Oak Structure

Silver Plum

Stone & Steel fine structure collection

The Stone & Steel fine structure collection reflects current design trends in its matt fine structure surfaces that resemble natural stone and metal. The slightly 
structured surfaces are available in the five different colour variations Iron mica, Pyrite, Basalt, Graphite and White aluminium. As powder coating for steel  
frames or premium colour coating for wooden door leaves and wooden frames, the shades of grey underscore a modern understated style while creating  
industrial urban accents.

Light & Brilliance collection

The Light & Brilliance collection consists of four very smooth high-gloss surface finishes. The surface finishes with a crystal look include the colours white,  
grey, anthracite and black in unique brilliance and depth. Light effects and reflections give the door and wooden frame an unmistakable personality.

Fine structure matt
“Pyrite”

Fine structure matt
“Graphite”

Fine structure matt
“White aluminium”

Fine structure
“Iron mica”

Fine structure matt
“Basalt”

BlackAnthraciteGreyWhite

HPL Schörghuber Diamond white

The surface coating “Schörghuber Diamond white” consists of a white solid coloured and particularly smooth HPL laminate for doors and wooden frames.  
The multi-layered structure of similarly coloured decor paper prevents visual impairment by visible dark edges, creating a homogenous colour run.  
The 0.8 mm thick HPL surface coating is abrasion, impact and scratch resistant and therefore extremely robust.

Wooden wrap-around frame  
with standard HPL surface finish

Wooden wrap-around frame  
with HPL surface finish “Diamond white”

Grey Parchment
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The frame is as important for the overall look of the door set as is the door itself. Wooden 
frames are among the most discerning frame solutions. They can be applied in many situations 
and comply with all functional requirements such as fire and smoke protection, acoustic 
insulation and burglar protection. Their design possibilities are almost limitless. Various 
cladding widths, cladding profiles and surfaces provide a unique individual character to each 
frame. Schörghuber offers a diverse range of wooden frames. Based on their various types  
of fitting, wooden wrap-around frames, wooden profile frames, wooden block frames, wooden 
corner frames, folded wooden frames, solid wooden block frames, slimline solid wooden 
block frames and solid wooden frames cover nearly all fitting situations. In addition, individual 
customized solutions are also available.

Wooden wrap-around frames

Wooden wrap-around frames enclose the brickwork and can be used in many ways. They are 
made of high-quality derived-timber materials. Schörghuber wooden wrap-around frames are 
available as 2-part or 3-part versions. In addition to the angular standard variation the edges 
are also available rounded as a Softline version. Wooden profile frames without decorative 
rebate are another variation. The cladding widths can vary from 45 mm to 120 mm.

Wooden block frames

Wooden block frames are fitted flush into the wall. The external profile dimensions and the 
cladding width are manufactured based on the constructional requirements using a millimetre 
grid. Cladding width on the hinge side is available up to 100 mm and on the opposite hinge 
side up to 115 mm. Wooden block frames can be equipped with all-round edge recess profiles. 
The edge recess is available in 5, 10 and 13.5 mm and can be implemented with different 
surface finishes.

Folded wooden frames

Folded wooden frames are made of folded high-quality derived-timber products. This design 
offers great flexibility in terms of versions and surface designs. Face widths of up to 400 mm 
can be implemented. The external profile dimension varies from 54 to 150 mm. Schörghuber 
folded wooden frames are available with all functions.

Solid wooden frames

Solid wooden frames are made of solid wood profiles. The construction wood consists of 
high-quality laminated solid wood. The type of wood is selected to match the door surface. 
Jamb widths are available from 50 mm to 250 mm, the standard width is 54 mm or 70 mm. 
Depending on the version, the profile depth is available in 73 mm or 95 mm.

Wooden frames overview

Wooden wrap- 
around frame
2-part, 3-part

Wooden wrap- 
around frame
“Softline”

Wet room frame
without decorative rebate

Wooden wrap-around 
renovation frame

Wooden  
block frame
with inlay

Wooden  
corner frame

Wooden block frame
with edge recess profile 
and plaster net

Slimline solid  
wooden block frame

Solid wooden frame
with bolted fastening
(fitting in the reveal)

Solid wooden frame 
bolted anchor fastening
(fitting in the reveal)

Solid wooden frame
with edge recess

Solid wooden frame 
bolted fastening
(fascia frame fitting)

Folded wooden frame
bolted fastening
(fitting in the reveal)

Folded wooden frame
Bolted anchor fastening
(fascia frame fitting)

Folded wooden frame
Welded anchor fastening
(fitting in the reveal)

Folded wooden frame
with integrally  
cast PU edge
(fascia frame fitting)
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Schörghuber steel and aluminium frames
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Aluminium frames overviewSteel frames

Steel frames are functional and versatile. They have clear shapes, 
are robust and have a long service life. As steel frames are easy 
to clean, they also comply with the highest hygiene demands. 
Schörghuber offers a diverse range of steel frames: all steel profile 
frames, 2-part steel profile frames, steel block frames, steel corner 
frames, Fineline steel frames, sports hall frames, steel round-
shaped frames and steel renovation frames can be individually 
designed. All functions are available. Depending on the version, 
the frames are delivered as parts or welded, they are available with 
various profile variations. On the hinge and opposite hinge sides, 
available face widths range from 30 to 100 mm.

Zeroline aluminium frames

The concealed aluminium frame “Zeroline” from Schörghuber 
combines a flush-fitting door view of the wall with functional 
aspects. The special aluminium profile is fully integrated into the 
wall during fitting, creating an unframed look. During plastering, 
the plaster net that can be clicked into the frame profile prevents 
unattractive hair cracks between the door frame and the wall. 
The frame design comprises approved fire and smoke protection, 
acoustic insulation, and burglar protection. The Zeroline aluminium 
frame offers a great degree of design freedom when choosing the 
door: whether uniform matching the design of the wall or offset  
in a contrasting colour, anything is possible.

Aluminium frames

The characteristics and aesthetics of aluminium make the high-
quality light metal also suitable for door frames. Four frame types 
are available – Hardline aluminium frames, Modernline aluminium 
frames, Roundline aluminium frames and Slimline aluminium 
frames are available with many variations and profiles. Extremely 
angular, very slim, pleasing or rounded edge radii offer many 
design possibilities. A wide range of approved fire and smoke 
protection door sets can be selected.

Steel frame overview

Steel profile frame
Nail plug anchor

2-part steel profile frame
(without wall thickness compensation)

Steel profile frame
Grouting lug fitting

2-part steel profile frame
(with wall thickness compensation)

Steel block frame
mortar-free fitting

Steel round-shaped frame
“KG version”

Steel profile frame  
with edge recess

2-part steel corner frameSteel block frame
Type Fineline

Steel sports hall frame

Aluminium frame “Zeroline”
Type BGS

Aluminium frame Hardline
Type UST 

Aluminium frame Slimline
Type LZS

Aluminium frame 
Modernline type EURO FI

Steel corner frame

Steel renovation corner frame
with oblique bolting
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Maximum speed and variety

Today, architects, planners, suppliers and qualified specialists are under increasing deadline pressure. As buffer periods decrease, the time dependency  
on other parties increases. The answer to these challenges: the Schörghuber high-speed programme with precise production in 5, 8 or 15 days.

Functions

Fire-Protection Smoke- 
Protection

Sound-
Protection

Burglar- 
Protection

Wet room Damp room Solid Core

Standard equipment: Duty category 4 (E "extreme"), PEFC-certified derived-timber materials

Door leaves and door elements: Single-leaf and double-leaf, doors with door leaf thickness: 40, 42, 50, 70 mm, solid wood framed doors with  
door leaf thickness: 73 mm, with counter-rebated transom panel, with horizontal profiles and glass transom light

Dimensions: Widths: single-leaf: 625 – 1280 mm, double-leaf: 1500 – 2515 mm 
Heights: continuous: 1875 – 2515 mm, with top part: up to 3000 mm, intermediate sizes available

Glazing cut-outs: Rectangular glazing cut-outs, round glazing

Walls: Solid wall and partition wall, 25V fixed glazing

Frames: Steel frames, wooden frames, wall widths: 100 – 450 mm, intermediate sizes available

Surface finishes: Doors and wooden frames: veneer, HPL, CPL, premium-coating, white lacquer, priming foil, V-grooves design,  
textured paint (solid wood door sets)
Steel frames: galvanized primed, powder-coated

Edges: Plastic edges, veneer edges, edge bands, concealed edge bands, PU edges, rounded edges

Fittings: Extensive selection of hinges, locks, closers, handles

Optional extras: Climatic class III, bottom sheet, spyhole, ventilation grille, three-point locking, electric strike, escape door opener, 
magnetic/latch contact, alarm contact element

For further information about the Schörghuber
high-speed programme visit our home page:

www.schoerghuber.de/download-center
Precise production in  

5, 8, 15 days
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E-mail: info@schoerghuber.de
Tel. +49 8636 / 503 - 0

HEADQUARTERS: 
Schörghuber Spezialtüren KG
Neuhaus 3 | 84539 Ampfing, Germany
P.O.Box 13 23 | 84536 Ampfing, Germany

Tel.: +49 8636 / 503 - 0
Fax: +49 8636 / 503 - 811

info@schoerghuber.de
www.schoerghuber.de

© Schörghuber Spezialtüren KG, 2017

Photos, if not stated otherwise: Andreas Muhs, 
Andreas Mayer, Stephan Falk, Leila Winiger

Subject to changes and errors.

Reprint only with written approval from 
Schörghuber Spezialtüren KG, Ampfing.

Schörghuber Spezialtüren KG is a member  
of the  Hörmann Group.

Visit our home page

www.schoerghuber.de

A special door is a complex product. To remain always up to date regarding the development of products, materials and general construction regulations, we rely  
on extensive training activities. In addition to a large range of seminars for dealers and processors, we also offer individual training for architects and planners. 
Added to that we offer a great variety of documents such as the manual for technical special doors, the high-speed programme and much more.
Our newsletter provides regular information about new developments at Schörghuber and our products.

The calculation programme FormCalc is our free of charge software for the creation of offers and orders as well as texts for invitations of tenders. Ask us about it.  
To keep an overview of the multitude of possibilities and select the correct products, there are eleven Schörghuber consultants available in Germany, plus two  
in Austria and Switzerland.

We are glad to assist you at any time.
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Schörghuber special doors
Sales agency Heinz Jürgens GmbH
Große Seestraße 29 | 23795 Bad Segeberg, 
Germany
Tel. +49 4551 / 48 84
juergens@schoerghuber.de

A

Schörghuber special doors
Sales agency Andreas Varelmann
Brinkstraße 50 | 49393 Lohne,  
Germany
Tel. +49 4442 / 70 63 0
varelmann@schoerghuber.de

B

C Schörghuber special doors
Berlin regional sales office
Sony Center
Potsdamer Str. 4 | 10785 Berlin,  
Germany
Tel. +49 30 / 666 433 40
nl.berlin@schoerghuber.de

D Schörghuber special doors
Lippstadt regional sales office
Rüthener Straße 39 | 59558 Lippstadt, 
Germany
Tel. +49 2941 / 228 50
nl.lippstadt@schoerghuber.de

E Schörghuber special doors
Dresden regional sales office
Bruno-Paul-Haus | 2. OG
Moritzburger Weg 67 | 01109 Dresden, 
Germany
Tel. +49 351 / 456 89 29
nl.dresden@schoerghuber.de

Schörghuber special doors
Sales agency Steven Potrykus
Marktplatz 3 | 89257 Illertissen, Germany
Tel. +49 7303 / 952 92 0
potrykus@schoerghuber.de

J

Schörghuber special doors
Sales agency Feldlin & Reißer e.K.
Klingenfeldstr. 14 | 90453 Nuremberg, 
Germany
Tel. +49 911 / 996 40 0
feldlin.reisser@schoerghuber.de

I

Schörghuber special doors
Sales agency Karlheinz Peters GmbH
Martinstraße 27 | 63533 Mainhausen, 
Germany
Tel. +49 6182 / 93 75 0
peters@schoerghuber.de

G

H Schörghuber special doors
Sales agency Arnold Reinstädtler
Kirchendell 39
66787 Wadgassen-Differten,  
Germany
Tel. +49 6834 / 96 01 0
reinstaedtler@schoerghuber.de

F Schörghuber special doors
Sales agency 
Christian Haller GmbH & Co. KG
In den Helten 34 | 53919 Weilerswist, 
Germany
Tel. +49 2254 / 830 01 0
haller@schoerghuber.de

K Schörghuber special doors
Sales agency 
Fuchs + Heckmeier GmbH
Hans-Urmiller-Ring 17a
82515 Wolfratshausen,  
Germany
Tel. +49 8171 / 969 67 0
fuchs.heckmeier@schoerghuber.de

AUSTRIA:
Schörghuber special doors
Neuhaus 3 | 84539 Ampfing, Germany 
Tel.: +49 8636 / 503 - 0 
Fax.: + 49 8636/ 503 - 811
info@schoerghuber-tueren.at
www.schoerghuber-tueren.at

L SWITZERLAND:
Schörghuber special doors
Switzerland regional sales office
Ehrunsbachstr. 17a
5610 Wohlen, Switzerland
Tel. +41 / 79 890 97 75
luca.cesari@schoerghuber.ch
www.schoerghuber.ch

For further information about the Schörghuber 
locations visit our home page:
www.schoerghuber.de/standorte

Photo: 78445214 © MH · www.fotolia.com
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